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amplitude

(lol),

instantaneous

frequency

(a),

phase (8). polarity
(Taner and Sheriff,
1977; Taner et al.,
1979) and recovered
acoustic impedance
(Lindseth,
1979:
Oldenburg
et al., 1983) may be obtained.
Such attributes
may be displayed

graphically

for structural

or lithological

interpretation
of seismic data.
Multitrace
attributes are calculated
for each sample of the
wave field from two-dimensional
subsets (or windows)
of

Seismic dara reprrsrnt rwu-dimensional images with amphde
king a function “f fW0 coordinates, time and space. Compurilri””
of artributes of seismic daw introduces new caardinates. resulting in
multidimensional im*gcs. Most conventional display tefhniqucs da
nut easily accommo*are such high dam ““I”rnCS. By using a coIo”r
scheme based on hut. tightness and Iauratio” (f&S) up to rtlrer s&smic att&u,es can be displayed in a single, composite image. The
HLS scheme is hes, suited t” cases where ttlerc is a “hierarchica,”
relatinnship between attributes in which ““e nttrihute is considered
of primary imponance. In an example. multiattribute processing is
applied to simultaneously display and highlight amplitude v51r.i~~
tims. variably dipping retlections, and coherency vsristions in B
complex SribmiC data ret.

the input data. For example,
coherency
obtained from semblance or cross-conelation
kereit,

1987a; Quincy

and Tomich,

estimates
can be
analyses (Mil-

1987); slowness,

velocity

and depth estimates can be obtained from shot or commonmidpoint-ordered
data by using local slant stacks (Milkereit,
1987b). In addition,
there are a number of attributes
such as stacking
tion of Poisson’s
tive processing

velocities.
interval
velocities,
and variaratio, which can be obtained from interacof seismic

data. For example,

Bording

et al.

la1

Seismic attributes derived
can assist in the interpretation

from observed
of the wealth

ground motion
of information

present in seismic data. These attributes
highlight
information additional
to that shown in conventional
displacement
or velocity
displays
and, when superimposed,
are capable
of highlighting
various structural
features in an interpretation. Much progress
has been made since displays
of frequency content were first used in a colour sonagram process
(Balch,
1971); as illustrated
in Figure
1, a wide range of
attributes
can now be assigned
to each sample
of the
observed
seismic
wave field. They may be grouped
into
single-

or multitrace

attributes,

calculation.
As their name implies,

based

single-trace

on their

attributes

method

Distance

of

Fig. 1. Attributes of seismic data. Several attributes can be computed
and assigned to each sample of the seismic wave field in the timedistance (t-x) domain. Attributes used in this study are amplitude
envelope (or reflection strength) (la/), coherency(c) and dip. A multiattribute value M&Y, 0 is defined as the combination of two or more
attributes, and colour coding is used for display purpose.

are extracted

from the data one trace at a time. Using techniques
such as
complex
trace analysis or linear inverse theory, estimates of
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(1987) displayed
velocities
determined
by traveltime
inversions as an attribute of a migrated depth section
Once a seismic attribute
has been assigned to each sample of a seismic section the attribute
considered
as a two-dimensional
enhancement
or smoothing
ters, alpha-trimmed
means,

1979: Horn,
1988) may
processes

data themselves
image to which

can be
image

processes such as median filand illumination
(Huang et al.,

19X2; Stewart.
1985; Gersrtenkom
and Scales,
be applied
before display. The results of these

are often

displayed

as colour

overlays

turc
Lrvcn

subsursuch as

field

data (Broome,

pendent,
attribute

1983).
mixing

11~ the semblance,
s(f, .I?~;I,,,) of the wave
and at time f is defined as:

1989) and gemma-ray
analinde-

seismic applicaapplication
to the

identification
of long-period
multiple
reflections.
Clint and
Duhesset
(1987) and Frasier and Winterstein
(1990) suggested their use for the polnriration
analysis
ponent eismic
data.
In this paper we propose new interpretational
on combinations

of single-trace

attributes

of threc-comtools,
(such

based

as reflec-

tion strength and instantaneous
frequency)
and multitrace
attributes
(such as dip and coherency)
that are displayed
using various mixing techniques.
We begin by describing
a
procedure
for automaticully
estimating
the coherency
and
dip of seismic

data. We then discuss

display of seismic data. Finally, as
how multinttrihutc
processing
can he

used to sitnultaneously
variations,
variably

display
and highlight
amplitude
dipping
reflections.
and coherency

in a complex

seismic

DIP ANU COHEREVCY

(1)

where

S(t. p,; v,) is the local

L-trace aperture

slant stack (McMcchan.

centred

1983)

at x,,,

scr,/J,:“,,)= iN(.\.), I#),
/=/
and where
time

(2)

~(a,, f,) is the seismic

data at distance

xi and at

I, = f + pi (.x, - I,,),
The

calculation

operations

of S involves

and is easily

a series

vectorirahle.

of shift

With

and sum

regularly

spaced

data the time shifts required do not vary along the line and
need to be calculated
only once.
J
For each sample
of the seismic
section
we ohtain
coherency
measures r(t. pi: x), each of which
between 0 and I. The lower bound corrrsponds
incoherency
and the upper bound to identical
*(I,

t) on all

cohcrcncy

L traces of the aperture.

estimate

(.(x 1) = max[s(/,p,;

&,

has a value
to complete
amplitudes

We define

t) as the peak semblance

a local

value,

x)1. (I S.jS./),

some of the practicali-

ties of the multiattribute
an example,
we show

variations

t&r. /) at ~I”

LX ;-, Il(.Yi,fJZ

uncorrelated
attributes
obtained
by different
extraction
techniques.
Until recently
composite

colour
displays
have found only limited
tions. Hardy et al. (1989) described
their

field

Sv,p,;“,J

S(f.p,; .1,,)=

of an

In general, multiattribute
displays work best with

the wave field u(x. I) (e.g.,
1984: Milkcreit,
19X7b: Varsek

et al.. IYYO). Let x,! denote the spatial coordinate
of the nth
sample of the wave field u(.x. f) (Figure 2). For a given dip

The use of two or more independent
measurements
for
colour image enhancement
is well-known
in various geophysical
applications
such as remote
sensing
(Watson,
1985), potential

across

and Roy-Chowdhury,

to the con-

ventional
seismic section allowing
correlation
with
face structure and the easy identification
of l’eaturrs
lateral changes in the wave field.

spcctrometry
(Duval,
yses based on colour

(L-trace) window

()

I

~

I

data set.

I\TTRIBU’~ES OF SEISMK

DA\TA

Local dip estimates
can he obtained
from seismic data
by manually
or automatically
tracking horizons
and differentiating
traveltimcs
along these horizons
(e.g., Dailey
et
al., 1989). Here we propose the application
of an automatic
procedure
that is based on moving
window
beam forming
(Mikereit.

1987h).

The advantage

of this approach

is that

two loud attributes,
cohcrcncy
and dip. can be estimated
simultaneously
for each sample.
Consider
a seismic wave field 11(x. I) regularly
and adequately sampled in both space and time. Let a dip passband
be defined
for dips 17,~ sampled at J equally
spaced steps
between ,lmin and pmvdx so as to include all dips of interest:
pmin 5 p, S,~ny.x. (I <,i 5
A local
sample

J).

coherency
estimate (‘(x, t) may be obtained fc>r each
of the wave field u(x. I) by moving
a limited aper-

I

X”

t

Ptnin

x,-, ” x,+1
Fig. 2. Beam-forming
diagram for multitrace dip and coherency
analysis. Maximum and minimum dips are labelled pmax and pm{“,
respectively. x, is the centre trace of an L-tracewide aperture. The
dimensions ot dip are given in either s km-’ or msitrace.
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and the local dip estimate p(x, I) is defined as the slowness
pi associated
with this local coherency
estimate*.
The finite aperture
slant stacks [equation
(2)] and semblance

measurements

[equation

(I)]

must

be evaluated

for

each sample of the observed
wave field u(x, I). The choice
of the number of traces (L) for the finite aperture depends
on the lateral extent over which the signal is expected to be
coherent.
In this paper, we used a 94race aperture (L = 9)
to compute
the coherency
estimates
L.(x. t). Tests using
noisy

synthetic

data and a ‘)-trace

aperture

demonstrate

that

local slant stacks provide
stable results even for data with
signal-to-noise
ratios
as low as 0.5 (for examples
see
Milkereit,
19X7& b). The number of beam-forming
operations (J) is dependent on the frequency
content, spatial-sampling interval
computational

and maximum
dip of the data, together
with
constraints.
Here, we apply 61 beam-forming

operations
(.I = 61) covering
the user-specified
dip passband. Milkereit
and Spencer (1990) described a semblancebased filter in the f-1 domain to enhance coherent
seismic
energy by suppressing
incoherent
background
noise that is
based on multitrace
attributes
defined by equation (I).

data

are most

commonly

displayed

as mono-

chrome variable
area plots. These are ideal for data sets in
which the most important
information
to be displayed
is
the correlation
of events from trace to trace. However,
the
magnitude
of any quantity
is often obscured and these plots
are of limited
use in displaying
any other data attributes.
Variable density plots and colour variable
area plots offer
much more
multiattribute

flexibility
data.

in displaying

single-attribute

and
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a,, is treated as noise and
whilst values between u0
of hues h, to h,,,,. Such
tion of the five quantities

given the background
colour hhack,
and amax map linearly
to the range
a function
requires the specificaa,,, a,,,, h,,,,, h,, and h,,,. On a

work station
it is usually
possible
to support
the almost
instantaneous
modification
of the values h,,,,, h,, and h,,,
since they involve
only the manipulation
of palette entries.
In some cases, modifying
in a0 and amax requires a lengthy
data resealing
step. However,
on machines
that support a
large number of colours
simultaneously
resealing
may he
simulated
by contracting
or expanding
the colour palette to
cover
various
data ranges.
Several
more sophisticated
palette assignments
are commonly
used in image processing applications
and can be useful in geophysical
interpretation. It is quite common
to assign colours to data values
based on il histogram
equalisation
algorithm
which ensures
that all colours are equally represented
in a display. A more
flexible approach (histogram
specification)
is to interactively
group together parts of the palette and assign a single hue
to this group. This allows the interpreter
to emphasix
differences between various ranges of values in the display.

Multiattribute

THR DISPLAYOF smwnc ATTRIBIITE DATA
Seismic

OF SElSMlC

displays

Let several seismic attributes
((0. oz. . . . . a,,) be assigned
to each sample of the wave field u(x. 1). Multiattribute
displays of seismic data are used to highlight
basic information related to various aspects of the structural or lithological
interpretation
of the data. The simultaneous
display of two
or more attributes
as a colour
display
produces
a single
image to assist in the interpretation
an image is based on a multiattribute
function of several attributes,
e.g.,

of seismic data. Such
value M(.v, r) that is a

Mx, f) = .flU,(i, 0. 112(I, 0, (I.?(1. 01
Single-attribute
In principle,
attribute
covering

displays
variable

density

plots

showing

a single

can use a monochrome
grey scale or a colour
a range of hues. In practice,
it can be very

cult to produce

successful

grey

scales,

and colour

scale
diffi-

manipu-

lation is a much more useful tool. The most important
in creating a colour display is the choice of the function

step
that

maps an attribute
value into a colour (hue) for display. Let
the hue assigned to a particular
attribute value a be denoted
as h(u). Then one of the simplest mapping functions
is,

ha,,

h(*)

Here

=

ifa,<a<amax;

hmx

if 0 > anydx

a0 and anlax represent

respectively,

for displaying

a low

and high

the attribute.

Any

tribute
scheme

image is that
that clarifies

in creating

of the choice
the relationship

a useful

multiat-

of a colour
between

mixing
various

attributes
and their importance
in terms of structural
or
lithological
interpretations.
Previous
attempts
at mixing
attributes
seem to have been confined
to displays
in which
various
intensities
of red, green and blue are mixed (the
RGB scheme as shown in Figure
3a). It is an excellent
method for the display of three independent
parameters
and
where the features to be examined
can be expected to produce large areas of uniform
colour.
However.
seismic
attributes
rarely meet these criteria.
Another
drawback
of
the RGB scheme is that it is less suitable for the display of
only two attributes
because such displays make use of only
a limited colour range. For instance, any slice through the

if a < a,, ;

h,, + 3(a-a,,)
L,,,la* “,,

for the three-attribute
case.
The most important
factor

cutoff
value

value..
below

*In practice, singularities at Lrro crussings cm he avoided by eirixr Peru
faming the slant stack, Iequation (11, “VW a time window equal f” the
wavelet periud ur by applying a median filter t” <(X. I, ,Mil!wCil. 19wh:
Figure 41.

colour cube shown in Figure 3a could be used as the palette
for a two-attribute
mixing
scheme. However,
none shows
the contrasts
produced
by the hue and lightness
display.
Finally, care must be taken when producing
hard copy from
RGB schemes. Composite
colour images which show great
luminence
on a work station screen lose it when they are
dumped

to paper hard copy

devices.

An alternative

method

so
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is to lnix attributes
in a subtractive
scheme (CMY)
in
which areas to be highlighted
appear dark on the paper.
These are only two of a number of possible colour mix-

is necessary

ing schemes. They have gained popularity
because they are
used internally
by many display
devices,
but we have

accomplished
by interactively
setting areas of the palette to
the background
vnluc so that the display no longer shows

found

the dips or frequencies

that

in many

cases

hue.

lightness

and saturetion

for the :echnique

useful feature
late multitrxe

to he useful.

One particularly

of two-attribute
displays is the ability
filtering
using the display
alone.

represented

by these colour

to emuThis is

values.

(HLS) schemes produce better results”*.
The IILS scheme
works by describing
all poshihlc colours in terms of three
quantities.
Hue represents the shade of a colour; it is normally

The natural extension of this scheme to three attributes
is
to we saturation
to represent
the third quantity.
This can
work if the third attribute also represents
some measure of

cnprcsrcd
as an angle on a circular
scale with red as 0
degrees,
through
yellow,
green and blue ro violet as 360
degrees. The hue scale is continuous
in the sense that each

data quality.
since low wurations
reduce the apparent differences between the hues. Howcvcr,
it has its limitations
bccausc
it is often difficult
for the eye to separate
the

colour

effects of lightness and saturation.
The HLS
suited to case’: where there is a “hierarchical”

can be obtained

by mixing

its neighbours.

quantifies
the overall brightness
of a colour
0 corresponding
to black. Finally,
saturation

Lightness

with a value of
quantifies
the

mixing
of B colour
having
21 perticular
hue and lightness
with a grey at the same lightness.
Saturations
of 0 percent
and 100 percent
represent
pure grey and pure colour,
respectively.
We have found that for mixing
method is to use hue and lightness.

attributes
importance.

in which
We will

plays for a three-attribute
and coherency
estimates.

one attribute
is considered
of
illustrate
the HLS scheme disimage

based

on dip, amplitude

two attributes
the best
These are two “axes” of

the hue. lightness
and saturation
(HLS)
scheme shown in
Figure 3b. The scheme is particularly
suitable
for mixing
cases where one attribute represents a quantity important
for
seismic interpretation,
such as apparent dip. and one represents the “quality”
of the section. such as amplitude
ewelope or peak semblance.
The first
mapped to hue in a similar
f&hion

of these attributes
is
to that for the single

attribute
lightness.
a section

cake discussed
above, the second is mapped to
In the cusc of dip and envelope,
this will produce
showing the dip of event emphasired
according
to

the trxe

amplitude.

Csrcful

between
primary

scheme is best
relationship

interactive

choice

of thresholds

An enamplc of the application
of multiattribute
composite colour images to a real data set is shown in Fi&ures 4
and 5. Figure
4 is a conventional
migrated
section
recorded
as part
reconnaissance
Lake Superior.

display
of a 1%km
of a marine
seismic

survey
across the Midcontinent
Rift in
A derailed interpretation
of the data may be

found in Camon
er al. (1989).
A relatively
thin, almost
lb-lying,
sequence of strong, continuous
retlections
from
volcanic
layering extending
from 2 to 3 s two-way
time (B
in Figure
Early

4) lies unconformably

Proterwoic

on B synformal

age (C in Figure

4) consisting

x

of

of a series

S

B

A

structure

L

G

)_
H

Fig. 3. Examples of multiattribute coio~r coding. Variations in the multiattribute
red. green and blue (RGB) or (b) hue. lightness and saturation (HLS).
““Sumr <If rhr pmhiem< arirlciaird

Wilh KGB ani, HLS rdlemei lor imp

M can be highlighted by defining its colour as a function 01 (a)

processing i,rc dimmed by Roti t IW,,.

MULTlATTRlBUTE

PROCESStNG OF SEKMK

of half grabens.
The volcanic
sequence
is overlain
by a
postvolcanic
sedimentary
unit (A in Figure 4). The particular problem
at hand is that the migrated
section shows: (,a)

(d) variations
pIetin&

DATA
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in data quality.

Of key

the data are the local

importance

in inter-

reflection

strength

attributes:

several dip directions
that are associated
with the volcanic
sequence
and underlying
structures
of the Midcontinent

(i.e., the amplitude
envelope).
dip directions
and coherency.
We used the amplitude
envelope
calculated
using complex trace analysis,
together
with the dip and coherency

Rift;

estimates

(b) lateral

dip variations;

(c) amplitude

variations;

and

calculated

using

the method

described

-

-

6
-

Fig. 4. Marine data example from the Midcontinent Rift (Lake Superior). The migrated section shows highly variable
quality. Multiattribute analysis of a I&km portion of the data (insert) is shown in Figure 5.

0
M

-

in the

IO km

reflectOr dips and data

5km

2.0

4.0

Fig. 5. (a) Multiattribute display with profile overlay. The colour-coded image is based on three attributes: reflection strength, dip estimates and
coherency estimates. Note the automatically tracked dip variations associated with the gently dipping reflector (labelled I). the steeply dipping,
complex layered reflections underneath (labelled II). between 3 and 3.3 s. and reduced coherency of the data above 2.2 s and below 3.5 s.
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are used as indicators
described

>a.7
G
:
.z

of structural

z

seismic

The methods
attributes

for

the classification
and evaluntion
of lithology
(e.g., Huang
and Fu, 1987: Lange and Almoghrebi.
1988).
We conclude
that HLS mixing schemes are most suitable
for problems

requiring

the display

especially
problems
where
tance to the interpreter.

co.4

changes.

here may also aid in using

of two or three attributes,

one quantity

is of prime

impor-

We now routinely
build two-dimensional
composite
images
based on combinations
of amplitude.
dip and
coherency
information
to assist in the interpretation
of seisFig. 5. (b) The
dip directions;
local estimates
local coherency
previous
display,
local

colour ring (hue) represents automatically picked
lightness varies inversely with the 2-D smoothed
of reflection strength, and saturation is controlled by
estimates.

estimates

of reflection

strength.

Figure

5a shows

shading
corresponding
of amplitudes
covered

to larger amplitudes.
by the lightness
scale

The
was

carefully
adjusted to emphasize
the features of most interest. Finally,
the Saturation
of the image was chtxen on the
basis of local peak semblance
estimates.
This last step has
little

effect

on high

quality,

high

semblance

parts

of

the section.
However,
regions of low data quality
appear
grey in the HLS scheme display.
The multiattribute
display
clearly
shows the lateral dip
variations
sequence

associated
with
the base of the volcanic
(between
2.5 and 3.0 s, labcllcd
I in Figure Sa).

Underneath
of steeply
highlighted

the layered volcanics
(3.0 and 3.3 s) a number
dipping
reflections
with dips 26 msitrace
are
(lebellrd
II). These reflections
BE believed
to

be associated

with

deposition

during

the early

ing. Also, note the generally
reduced
above 2.2 sand below 3.5 s.
Dtswsstox
We have
display

implemented

package

a new work

with

the capability

any

of

b)

c)

colour mixing
schemes with or without
ing:
interactively
manipulating
the colour

single-trace

data cutoffs,
data

scaling

are especially
where

lateral

seismic

or multitrace

shown in Figure I;
up to three of these attributes

techniques

of seismic

the

station-based

of:

attributes
displaying

These

of the data

ANt) CowwstoN

displaying

late different

stage of rift-

coherency

a)

tion

REFERESCES

a

360, covering
apparent dips between +X and -8 msltrace.
Local reflection
strength
is rcpresentcd
as lightness
with

very

can easily be cxtcndcd
to ttutomatithree-dimensional
data volumes.

section
to produce
a composite
image. Before
a two-dimensional
median filter was applied to the

subset of this same data prcscnted as a multiattribute
image
with a data overlay.
Attrlhutes
are ordered hierarchically
in
order of their importance,
i.e.. dip, amplitude
and coherency.
The three-attribute
colour scale is shown in Figure Sb. Dip
is represented
as hues of 140 to 220 from a scale of 0 to

darker
range

lmic data. The method
ally
scan and analyze

using various
image
palette

processto simu-

and filtering.

suited

for the interpreta-

variations
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